Tractor Pullers Rules
GOAL: For every competitor to have a fair chance and the
safety of all pullers, promoters, and spectators. Have fun!
General safety issues:
 ALL TRACTORS ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE FENDERS OR SHIELDS
 Any driver assumed to be intoxicated will be disqualified
 Any driver will be disqualified if not seated at all times or if anything falls off
the tractor while on the track
 No duals or chains allowed
 Front of weights must be no further than 13’ ahead of the center of the
rear axle.
 Up to 100lbs overage allowed in all tractor classes
FARM STOCK RULES
Factory stock size tires and rims (front and rear)—bias or radials. Factory stock
engines, carburetors, injector pumps, RPMs—1% over factory specs, turbo—if
factory equipped only. No cut tires. Working hydraulics and PTO. Unaltered
factory drawbar and hitch assembly ONLY. NO loop drawbars! Two point hitches
NEED to be pinned securely in position. MAX—20” drawbar height and 24” back
from center of axle to drawbar. Twisted clevis ONLY. Weights must be secured
properly. Engine side shields advised. FENDERS OR SHIELDS REQUIRED ON ALL
TRACTORS!
HOT FARM RULES
Any cut tires allowed: 18.4‐38 or 20.8‐38 or 18.4‐42. Radials allowed. Diesel only.
Any diesel injection system allowed—Max P Pump 3000 or 7100. PTO and
Hydraulics not required. Water injection or inter cooler (not both). Inter cooler
allowed on tractors over 466 cu. Max of 650 cu. 18‐20 draw bar rule with 3”

opening. Wheelie bars must be able to support the weight of the tractor, a 5”
square pad—20” min outside to outside and be no more than 10” above ground,
bars should extend 3” or more from the furthest rear radius point of the tire.
Kill switch‐DIESEL TRACTORS MUST HAVE AIR SHUT OFF and able to pull from
seat! Flywheel cover—blanket or 6” x 3/8 steel. Engine side shields. 3/8 Grade 5
bolt cross in exhaust pipe before elbow. NO curved stacks! Dead man throttle.
Any block head manifolds from like mfg. allowed. No homemade manifolds!
(Exception: Oliver’s may run 5.9L Cummins)
Aluminum rear rims allowed. All tractors must have wide front end. Fenders
required. ROPS with seatbelt or cage, helmets required with caged tractors, frame
tie bars, electric fan OR 360 degree shield around OEM Fan of 1/8” thickness and
SFI steel flywheels MANDATORY. Easily removable panels for Turbo inspections
suggested!
Min. 2# Halon or 2.5# Dry fire extinguisher, 3000RPM Max‐all tractors must have
functional RPM monitoring device 2 prong 110 to hook to sled. Unit cost $100 and
can be purchased from Promoter or Dennis Frey @ 608643‐3494 (First time
pullers may hook once with RPM’s checked by photo cell tach with a positive
throttle stop at the injection pump before and after they hook.) Turbo: any turbo
allowed. Turbo can be 3 x 3” max.
Pro‐Farm Tractors
Water injection or inner cooler allowed, 20.8x 38 max tire size (bias or radial), any
cut on tires, 20” draw bar height and 18” back from axle, 3000 RPM, 15 MPH, any
fuel system, any Turbo.
Required: steel flywheel, steel shield or blanket, fenders, air shit off or kill switch,
wheelie bars, side shields, dead‐man throttle, roll bar or cage, tie bars, seat belt.
Trucks—Run What You Bring
Drivers must be 16 years or older and have a driver’s license. No speed limits. No
riders or weights in cab. Safety drive shaft chain advised for all pickups. Max
drawbar height is 24”. Seatbelt required.
Limited to first 10 trucks that sign up.

